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2. Required: Keith Beseo. Pertnrta ot T IM  Wtotenren (1979) Richard Doreon. A m a to  FoUote 

(1959): Richwd Doreon, Buying the Wind (1964); Amenco Paredes MWi tie  Platol In Hto Hand
(1958).
Recommended: Jen Bnmvand, The Study at American Foldora: An IninuAttMon (1968) Bare 
Toelkan, TltaOynamleaafFdUora (1979).

5. Two fieldwork coHecling assignments (each 30%  of final grade) One final paper (40% of final grade) 
There ie no final examination (the term paper suffices).

I S  V A d M  b y '  ^  'H  .
1 This course is designed (or students who have mastered the basic writing skills and are ready to go 

on to improve their writing styles and to learn techniques they can apply in professional, non- 
academic writing. It is not a course in grammar and usage
We will write seven papers during the semester, each in two versions a firs! draft and revised final 
version The dess w * be divided into small groups who win read, comment on, and confer about the 
drafts and p *w rs with others in the group. In other class periods, we will analyze writing problems
and work on strategies for generating and organizing material for writing
Persons who ttew this course wM need to meet an the deadlines for turning in drafts and papers and 
win need to to attend an conferences The course demands that students be self-disciplined, energet
ic. and committed to improving the» writing.

2 Turmnnlif * * " “t  —  Ib e BkmaUa Reader— Trimmer
5. The find grade in the course w«l be based on grades on papers written m the course and on active 

and teaponeUe partdpelion m the conferences and classes

E329 M A d van ce d E  Rot p i      .
1 A demanding course. Mended for students seriously committed to a substantial improvement in their 
'  writing and wteing to work hard at that jot) Others should not register 

Each student wrttee a short piece (2-3 pages) every other week and copy-edits an other student s 
pwers every week (10 per week, therefore) This ensures that every paper you wnte win be copy- 
3 le d  by everyone else in the class as wen as by the teacher One or two papers are discussed in 
each —  meeting On one-p*wr days, the rest of the class time goes M o  study of the theory of

Each pep »  wW represent a dtfferent basic writing task structure analysis, process analysis, forma
tion and use ol categories, argument, evaluation, imitation of another writer s style, and so forth 
Except for the last Ptewr, where the challenge is surprise the class
Each student also **41 develop a three-section writer's workbook, with at least two substantial journal 
entries each week and steadily lengthened exercise and vocabulary sections This should be a bound 
(stitched not ring or spiral binding) notebook of approximately tuH typewriter-paper size, and fairly fat 
The objects of the course: to develop a strong, dean, easy and economical style that youare 
comfortable with and that can be adapted to different uses and altered lor different tones. 2. Writing 
wSh Sfyte John R. Trimble; Roger's Thesaurus (any edition you prefer: better get one that will 
stand a beating).

E 328 The Wnefasmh Century Novel. W arn  Goetz
1 The nineteenth century, and in particular the Victorian period (1837-1901), is the era during which the 

novel came into its own as the most important literary form The Victorian "realist'' novel is still for 
most of us the classical’ novel, the standard according to which we measure the other works of 
narrative we read In ttvs course we will read six of the greatest and most representative novels of the 
Victorian period. Our primary Merest will be a "dose reading of the individual works, but I will also 
try to provide the background of literary and sodal history that is necessary to an understanding of the 
novels.

3. Three short (about 5 pages) papers on the novels: two tests (mid-term and final)

E 328 The En0teh Novel in the 19th Century, C.MacKay
1. Victorian novels intrigue us lor both literary and cultural reasons We win be reading a wide range ot 

these novels, including today s dassies and yesterday's best sellers. For each novel, we will entertain 
formal questions about the novel's structure and point of view as well as how it fits into its cultural 
and social context. Various themes will emerge —  creeping industrialism, survival of the fittest, the 
decline of the hero, the imprisoned woman, the disappearance of God —  all concerns that continue to 
dominate our thinking in the twentieth century And so. among other considerations, we wiH constant
ly be looking to the past to understand our present

3. Students win be expeded to write two short analytic papers (3-4 pages each), as well as complete a 
take-home final exam (about 6 pages long) Regular dass attendance and participation will also be 
required.

E 328 BriHah Novel from Scott to Hardy, J. Farrel
1. This course surveys the exceptionally rich fiction written in the Victonan period To a very large 

extent, the task of the Victonan novelist was to create a serious, significant place for fiction in the 
emerging culture ot industrial democracy We will study six major novelists. Each has a highly 
distinctive account to give ol human relations and human purposes in a work) that was rapidly and 
complexly transfigured by modem consciousness At the same time, each was a member ot that 
world, which makes it important to see the patterns of shared values that bind these wnters together 
in what may be called, provisionally (and oddly), a tradition of fictive realism To help us to see that 
tradition more dearly, we will read some other texts which, while not novels, are crucially related to 
the spiritual and social context in which the novels were written The course will be organized around 
five key topics: the theme of expectations, great and obscure, the moral status of fiction in the 
Victorian age; the conflct between society and community, the conflict between conscience and 
consciousness; the role of the reader in the shaping of fiction

2. Texts may include the following novels C Bronte, Jlane Eyra (Penguin); E. Bronte, W uthanng 
HaUhta (Penguin); C  Dickens. Greet Expectations (Penguin), A Trollope, Laat Chronicle of 
Daraat (Penguin) G Eliot, M kktam arrh (Riverside): T Hardy Judd the Obscure (Norton) Shorter 
works N Gogol, Diary o i a Madmen (Penguin); J.S. Mill, Autobiography (Riverside). M Arnold, 
Four Caseys on UtaandLattara (Crons)

5. 3 papers approximately five pages each 75%. final exam 25%
6. For students who want to make an early start (always a good idea) read the two Bronte novels during 

the semester break

E 329L Later British Romanbc Poetry, Cooper
1. in Keats. Shelley and Byron, British Romanticism reached its fullest —  and strangest —  (towering By 

examining specific themes and developments within the life and work of each poet, this course aims 
to reveal the main concerns they had m common We will explore the Romantics fascination with the 
ironies of selfhood, and its roots in the' associatkmist" psychology of the period; the potential escape 
from self afforded by the sublime and the supernatural, as well as by the often love-like relation 
between Romantic poet and reader and the ambivalent relation of these second-generation Roman
tics to their chief precursor, Wordsworth Finally, we will speculate on the persistence of Romantic 
values in much so-caled Modem poetry

3. Two 3-4 pp. papers, one 6-8 pp paper, a final exam

E 337 American UtorMure, Sehaiefc
1. This survey course includes in-depth reading of works by Bradstreet. Taylor and Edwards as repre

sentatives of the Puritan period, and of The Autobiography by Franklin as representation of the 
Revolutionary War penod Coverage of the nineteenth century includes very close readings of tales 
by Irving, essays by Emerson. Watdan by Thoreau. poems and prose by Poe. romances by 
Hawthorne, and poems and fiction by Melville

2. Morton ArShoktgy of Am erican Uterature, Voi I
3. Two writing exercises and a 3/4 term exam

E 338 American Literature from 1865 to the Present, Matof
1. Close reading of poetry, fiction, and drama from Emily Dickinson to the present Informal lectures 

class discussion, «nth emphasis on the texts themselves rather than on backgrounds or literary 
history Aim: to read a sampling of major American authors more perceptively and to communicate 
those perceptions through discussion and writing Papers original critical essays graded on the 
clarity of your prose as well as on the persuasiveness of your analytic insights Attendance important

2. Bradley, Beatty. Long and Perkins The Am erican TratMon In  Literature, Vol. 2, Fifth edition (not 
the 4th ed.f). now published by Random House

3. Three original critical essays (5 pages each) an open-book final exam (weighted as a 5-page paper)
S. Quizzes possible Grade based mainly on wntten work, although significant discussion, absences.

etc , may influence the grade

E 338 American literature from 1885 to Present, Gordon
1. As the course title implies, this is a survey ot some of the landmarks of American fiction, poetry and 

drama since (roughly) the conclusion of the War Between the States. Included among the authors we 
read are Mark Twain, Walt Whitman Emily Dickinson, Henry James. Stephen Crane, Ezra Pound 
William Carlos Williams, T S  ENot. Wallace Stevens, E E Cummings, Ernest Hemingway. William 
Faulkner. Edward Albee. .Catherine Ann Porter Flannery 0  Connor. Sylvia Plath. Imamu Amin Bara
ka. and others In dass. in general. I lecture harangue, answer questions, read passages, ask 
questions and try to listen I am in addition available in my office for students who care to continue the 
dialogue, discuss papers, show me their poems, or **hatever

2. Volume II of Anthology Of American Literature, ed George McMichael (MacMillan paperback)
3. Daily reading assignments Also two short outside papers and two in-dass essay tests, time permit

ting. and a final examination
5. The papers and tests are weighted about equally, the final examination somewhat more heavily, but 

there is nothing systematic about it (or. I hope about my teaching either)
8. Satisfactory completion of freshman and sophomore English is a prerequisite

E 341 Creators Writing: Short Story Workshop, LsSsBe
1. The course «*41 involve the **mmg and renvnting ot short stories and the discussion ot that work in 

dass There also ««41 be reading from two texts
3. The student w4l be responsible tor about 40 pages of wntmg
8. Prerequisite E 325 or the consent of instructor

E341L Poetry Workshop, WevB
1. Description posted outside Parim 116 for pre-registration

E 342 Lite and literature of the Southwest, Don Graham
1. We veiN trace the development of three traditions in Texas fiction, folklore and history emphasizing 

fiction the Southern, the Western, the Texas Mexican Write-s whose works we will examine include 
Kalhenne Anne Porter. George Sessions Perry Larry McMurtry Rolando Hinojosa, and J Frank 
Doble Informal lecture,commentary «nth plenty of opportunity tor student response will be the 
format We may also see a small number of related films, but this is in no sense a film' course

2. The O ld Order, AS toy Friendo Are G oing To Be Strangers, Novem ber 22. Hold Autum n in 
Your Hand, Sente Part of HyaeS, etc 8 titles m ail

3. One m-class paper, one outside paper perhaps an informa report, perhaps a final perhaps some 
short quizzes

E 342 Ufa and Literature of the Southwest R.R. Hinojosa-Smrth
1. A course detailing the lives of Anglo Texans and their fellow Texans the Texas Mexicans through 

toeir literature The course details and ca4s for dose reading of the texts there are seven novels and 
ons brief htiftrk'a1 text: all are required The classes «*41 consist of t) lectures by the instructor 2) 
redtekon by toe students: and 3) oral presentation by students in groups of three to be selected by 
#10 rnmrrtgr

2 Hold Autunm  In  Your Hand, George Sessions Perry HounrFdog Man, Fred Thompson ... And 
The Barth O U tool Part, Thomas Rivera; Im agining Texaa: The Uterature ot the Lone Star State, 
W T PlUngton; 1 May. Rolando Hinojosa. Captoto* Hangers Elmer Keaton With Hto «atol 
to H e Hand Amaneo Paredes, Horsem an, Paaa By, Larry McMurtry

3. There ««ill be no term paper A bibliography ot the literature will be assigned as piart of the dass work 
It will be typed and turned in on the last dass day The mstrudor reads every paper (pop quizzes & in 
class »*nting material) for content, but he reads even more dosely than that for grammatical lapses 
It s  an English dass. after all 

5. The pop quizzes and the m-dass wntten material because of frequency and bulk will count some 
sixty-five percent ot the grade The hourlies. at least four in number will count some thtrty five 
percent.

E 343L Becfcyounda of Modero Literature, Beebter
1. Modem literature has behind it an enormous diversity ot historical philosophical, and aesthetic ideas 

and. because the full appreciation and understanding of modem literature relies so heavily upon a 
knowledge of this diversity, the inexperienced reader often finds himself at sea This course will 
acquaint readers of modem literature (and all students of literature) with the many ideas from which 
the ««ritings of the twentieth century spring, and will thus increase their enjoyment of that literature 
«vhile sharpening their cntical and reasoning skills We w4l look dosely at what the most influential 
thinkers of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have written about psychology nature, reality 
cultural history, aesthetics, myth, self-consciousness, existence, and language among other topics 
and «vhat effect these thinkers have had upon the way twentieth century artists view themselves then 
«*ork. and their ««orid We «vid also look at representative modem and past-modern poetry and fiction 
to see how they relate to the various ideas discussed from Mortem TradUon. We w4l thus be looking 
at «vhat it means to be "modem and at the "tradition from which that term arises 

5. One short paper leading to one m-deplh paper 75%. Final 25%

E 344L The Study of Popular CMture, Simon
1. Popular culture designates that material traditionally exduded from a university course of study 

because it appears to have no content prime television, comic books, soap operas. Harlequin 
romances, spy thnkers, advertising, junk food, blockbuster films, and the like Mass entertainment is 
sold to us as escape and entertainment and »*e are not encouraged to look more carefully at the 
content we are digesting along with our Big Macs But there is important content, and this course is 
devoted to an explication of popular culture, everything from Hill Street Blues to Nancy Drew 

3. Midterm, final, tv*o papers

E 3441 Avant-Garde U t and Art: Poet Modemtem, Joseph Kruppa
1. What is the avant-garde in 20th Century literature, film, art music and video’ Some study of early 

figures and movements, by mam emphasis wifi be on "post modernism Art seems compromised 
historically, socially Whence the effort on the part of the artist himself to destroy it Unfortunately this 
destruction is always inadequate, either it occurs outside the art, but thereby becomes impertinent or 
else it consents to remain within the practice ol the art, but quickly exposes itself to recuperation 
"the avant-garde is that restive language which is going to be recuperated Course is mterdiscipl' 
nary in nature

3. T«*o five-jjage papers t«*o one-page problem' papers, and a final paper or project 
5. Short papers 50%, final project 50% Class attendance is essential because of extensive use of films 

videotapes, slides in class

E 346K Writing in Different Dtedplnee: Science and Technology, Greg Myers
1. This course has t**o purposes to give students practice in the kinds of wntmg done in scientific and 

technical jobs, and to enable them to read critically popular and professional writing about the 
sciences The writing assignments, though adapted to each student's major field, are designed 
around some kinds of writing common in many fields a set of instructions, a technical report, a journal 
article, a research or technical proposal, a job application They stress such skills as the use ot 
specialized information sources, the persuasive presentation of information the control of tone the 
ability to write collaboratively. and the ability to edit out ambiguities in descriptions The readings are 
not intended as models, they are unorthodox studies by engineers and scientists that should provoke 
discussion about the historical and institutional context of technical wnting How Thinga Don't Work 
is a critique of the design of some common household products Polywater is an account ot a recent 
scientific non-discovery America try Deaign considers the role ot engineers in adapting technology 
to the needs and views ot business managers I **41 also distribute copies of articles by scientists on 
information, citations, tame and careers

2. Victor Papa nek and James Hennesey, How Thinga Don't Work, Pantheon Felix Franks, Potywe 
tor, MIT; David F Noble. America by Deaign Science, Technology, and the Rtee of Coporate 
CapSatam, Oxford

5. Most of the grade will be based on tour case assignments (5-7 pages) There w4l also be short 
ungraded responses to the reading

E 346K Willing in Different Dtedplnes —  Arts and Humanities, staff 

E 346K Writing in (Afferent Otedplnes —  Natural Sciences and Technology, staff 

E 346K Writing in Different Dtedpktes— Social and Behavior* staff 

E 348 The Modern Short Story, Watflngton
1. Close reading of selected stories, with an emphasis on theme and style as well as aspects of 

modernism
5. A take-home essay mid-term and a comprehensive final exam Pnmary weight on final exam in 

determining grade

E 348 The Modem Short Story, Slate
1, 1. The course has three main goals 1) To define modem in terms of major themes and characters 

tic techniques. 2) to examine closely the critical problem of linked or integrated stories vs individu 
ally published stories 3) to learn and practice analytic reading ayatemaUcaty. Most classes will 
be discussions of an assigned story or of questions raised by the story Videotapes may be 
occasionally used Reading quizzes will be given once a week unless otherwise announced No 
make-up quizzes will be given for any reason, although one (the lowest) grade will be dropiped 
from the final average of these quizzes 

5. Average ol reading quizzes 30%, Analytic papers (one or more to be an intensive analysis of a single 
short story), 30%  Essay examinations (probably 3), 40%  No extra credit work no final

E 348 The Modem Short Story, Whitbread
1. We shall try to interpret appreciate, and understand various stories by Anton Chekhov. James Joyce, 

Ernest Hemingway, William Faulkner, Franz Kafka. D H Lawrence. Flannery O Connor, and Kathe
rine Anne Porter Stones will be considered (1) individually, (2) in relation to one another within an 
author s work, and (3) in terms of comparison and contrast between and among authors Certain key 
stories will be stressed in a kind of close reading involving lectunng and dass discussion

3. One in-depth term paper, two short papers 
5. Papers 90%, Class participation 10%

E 349L/SPN 349 Uterature of Latin America: Texto and Contexto, Brody
1. This course —  in English, in one semester —  proposes to expose students to the abundance and 

variety of Latin American literary texts ranging from the diaries of Chnstopher Columbus and chroni
cles of the 16th-century conquerors and explorers of the New World through the colonial Baroque 
forms of expression and the literary quests tor Panamerican and national identity during and following 
19th-century Independence movements to. finally, the richness of contemporary prose fiction The 
literature of Brazil will also be included in this survey of Latin American literature Knowledge ol 
Spanish or Portuguese is not required for this course, and all textual matenal —  a broad selection of 
readings plus collections of short stones by the Argentine Jorge Luis Borges and the Mexican Juan 
Rulfo —  «*41 be m English translation Lectures and dialog, the exchange of ideas, will comprise the 
teaching methods for this course. I welcome and enthusiastically encourage student participation in 
class discussion of historical context, literary movements and trends, individual writers and texts

3. One mid-term and one final exam, each one hour in length and based on predesignated themes or 
topics Additionally, the student will also have the option of prepanng a 10-page paper 

5. The final grade wiH be based on the following; Wntten work 70%. Class participation 30%

E 349M French Literature in Tremtotton: African and Caribbean Writer* of French, Wyfte
1. Black writers have taken up the French language in both the Caribbean and Africa. This literature has 

been both poetic and political The texts include poetry and novel, autobiography and political essay
3. The students in the class will help decide the areas of emphasis Students will give one oral presenta

tion, write one short essay, and will be asked to participate in class discussion The grade will depend 
on these three factors There w4l be no tests

E 349H34590 Nteten Opera —  Cultural and Literary ContoxL HB
1. Italian Opera in its cultural and literary context The purpose of this course is to provide a literary and 

cultural background for the study ot Italian Opera from its beginnings to the modern penod The 
course nvill be conducted as a seminar with class discussions in English

2. The only text required will be opera libretti, which, in most cases will be xeroxed 
5. A term paper or a final examination will be the basis for the grade

E 349N Mart and Reigion in the Divine Comedy and m Goethe s Faust Potter
1. Modern Italian literature in translation An examination of the views of man, love and free will and of 

the relative importance of religion and ethics in the two works, each of which will be studied in the 
context of its time

2. Dante OMne Comedy; Goethe Faust Parts I and II
5. Three hour exams and several abort papers No final

E 356 The European Novel Kaufmann
1. The course will be bracketed by Goethe s short novel the Sufferinga of Young Werther and

Thomas Mann s short novella Death in Venice, at the beginning and end respectively We'll reao
four more French novels (all but one shortish Stendhal, Flaubert Balzac and Lachos Two short 
works from the great Russians will b fitted in just before the end Tostoevsky s Notes form the 
Underground ana Tolstoy s Kreutzen Sonztz.

2. Ail these books are available in inexpensive paperback editions
3. Two short papers Reading and thinking about these superlative texts
5. One exam (final) 33% papiers 33% and class participation 33%
6 . It's |ust a regular upper division English so the usual rules apply

E 358K The BMe in English and American Literature, Walter Reed
1. This course is designed to study selected books of the Old and New Testaments from a literary 

cntical perspective, along wtlti selected poetry and prose fiction that make use of Biblical materials It 
is not simply a course in the Bible as literature.' nor is it a course in literature as the vehicle ot 
revelation Rather it will consider literature (Anglo-American) and senpture (Judeo-Chnstian) as dis 
hnct but over-tapping systems of meaning, strikingly different yet intrigingly analogous visions of 
order, value and significance in the world Thus the course w4l examine the narrative continuity and 
the metaphoric elaboration of different books ot the Bible and the transformation of biblical concepts 
and commands in the medium of literature Specific assignments will focus on the following, in a ratio 
of t**o parts Bible to one part literature Genesis Exodus 1 Samuel. Job. Psalms, Isaiah. Mark, Acts 
Romans, Revelation selections from Spenser. Donne Herbert, Milton Blake Melville Hopkins T S 
Eliot. O'Connor

3. Readings will be selective rathem than exhaustive Active participation in class discussion is encour 
aged Students will be required to write two medium length papers and take a final exam

E 360K Engkah Grammar, Shay
1. This course begins by establishing the important distinction between grammar (the system cf rules 

governing inflections and syntax) and usage (the social and regional varieties in language) My 
section will offer practical **ork and theoretical orientation in two distinct models of grammatical 
analysis traditional Latmate grammar and transformational generative grammar Approximately one 
third of the semester will be devoted to each The final third of the term will be given over to a review

Of Course!’ Key
1 C la ss description emphass core ntormatipn tea • ng ■: •••' •(>■ c i .ippm.t '

participation
2 Reading, textbooks supplements reading lists
3. Assignments, type required
4. Course lab or discussion sectrnn required or optional hours pet week extra eq-uipme' 

or supplies needed
5 Grading system used examinations qui/zt- p ap e s hr i require : dpt.m u
6 Prerequisites required assumed b a c k g r o u n d wieuqt itrefuvted ■ . n-r- ; s ti

of matters involved m the variety of American English, correctness and usage and language atn 
tudes .

2. Readings will be on reserve in the UGL A traditional grammar book A Radford Transformational 
Syntax: A Student a Guide. . (Cambridge) $1300

5 Weekly quizzes 1 3 T**o hour long tests t 3 Final 1 3 I take roll and I penalize students who miss 
more than three classes

E 360K Cnĵ toh Grammar Smith
1. Th,s course has a tv*ofokd purpose 1) to acquaint students with the descriptions ol English grammar 

that have been produced by the major schools ot American linguistics scholarly traditional struc 
tural and generative and 2) to impart a sense of the intellectual challenge and excitement that can 
accompany the study of grammar as a livtng and changing system After acquiring a basic vocabulary 
through studying and companng different grammars of English we will work on producing a partial 
grammar based on a corpus of wntten English discourses In the last part of the course we will 
examine varieties ot American English (pnmanty oral) that differ from the written standard on which 
most grammars are based

E380M Rhetoric A Compoetoon tor High School Teacher», Stephen Wttte
1 This section of E 360M has but one purpose to provide prospective teachers of writing with the 

background necessary to make informed choices and decision about witting curricula and writing 
instruction The course requires students to complete five major assignments 11) A series of readings 
on rhetorical theory and practice, methods of instruction and measurement and evaluation in wnting 
courses and programs. (2) An examination over the assigned readings 13) A teacher's noteboo* 
consisting of wnting assignments and exercises tor a particular group ot students. (4) A term project 
mvotvmg both an oral report and a written report (5) A comprehensive final e«amination

2. (Probable) Tate and Corbett (eds ) The Writing Teacher s Sourcebook 119811 Cooper ted i The 
Nature and measurement of Competency in Engtah (1981). Lindemann 4 Rhetoric for Writing 
Teacher* (1982)

5 . Examination over assigned readings 20% Teacher s notebook 20%  Term project 25%  Final com 
prehensive examination 30% Active and informed participation in class discussions daily work 5%

E 360M Rhetoric and Composition tor Ugh School Teachers Myers
1. Description posted outside Partin 116 tor pve-registration

E 3621 Modern British Novel Rosemen
1. We will read and discuss seven novels written in this century by Bnfish authors The seven novels 

have been caretuHy chosen to satisfy two large goals or clusters of goals First the novels offer the 
student sampXes of major works by major writers We will investigate through investigating these 
books, some striking and po*verful works ot the literary imagination We will also confront a variety of 
literary movements, trends, and types, and will make some effort to place the individual books in their 
cultural matrices Our second goal is to keep constantly m mind that novets proceed from the minds 
and hearts of human beings and that they are intended tor an intelligent, perceptive and feeling 
audience In short, our second goal will be the discovery of literary study as one of the humanities 
We ««ill confront the novels on our reading list as reflections of essential human experience as works 
that elude our understanding unless we nsk a bit of ourselves and allow them to challenge us 
profoundly even as we challenge them Toward these ends students should come to class prepared 
to have views and defend them

2. Our semester s reading may include Conrad. Lord Jim; Joyce A Portrait of the Artist as a Young 
Man; Lawrence Women to Love; Woolf To the Lighthouse; Forster. A Passage to torta; Beck 
ett. Watt; Fowles The toagua. (Please don't buy any books until the first day ot class so that we 
may all have the same editions »*ith the same paginations As this is wntten I am not sure what 
editions are available)

5. Grades will be based chiefly on «vntten «*ork. although class discussion will be taken into considera 
tion enough that it may account for as much as one-half grade in the final course grade Expect two 
essays during the semester (ot medium length —  three to five pages), each counting roughly one 
quarter of the final grade, and a comprehensive take-home final that will count roughly a third of the 
final grade The remainder ot the grade will depend on occasional one-page papers and daily class 
work

E 363K Classic to Romantic, Bertel sen
1. In this course, we will try to follow some of the strands that make up the broad and rather loosely 

woven penod of transition from eighteenth-century "neo-classicism to nineteenth-century romanti 
cism We will begin with an overview of neo-classical aesthetics and values as embodied in the work 
of Alexander Pope. Samuel Johnson and Sir Joshua Reynolds We will trace the development of the 
"Byromc" hero from such Gothic horror stories as Walpole s Castle of Otranto through the extraordi 
nary figure of Byron himself to such representative nineteenth-century characters as Bronte s Heath- 
diff We will try to unravel the changing relationship of man to nature (and indeed the changing 
menaing of the word "nature" itself) in the works of Thompson, Cowper. and Wordsworth We will 
explore the idea of the ' sublime" (with its stress on terror grandeur and intense emotion) in the 
poetry of Gray. Blake and Coleridge And we will survey the variety of romantic styles as exempli 
fied by Keats and Byron The course will close with two very different novels each concerned with the 
validity and fate of young love, by Jane Austin and Emily Bronte N B All students should bnng to the 
course an acquaintance with Milton's Lyddas and Paradme Lost (esp Books I. II, & IX)

5 . Two short papers (2-3 pages) 10% each One longer paper 30%. Midterm 20% Final 30%

E 366K Shakespeare —  Selected Tragedtes, Veiz
1. Shakespeare inherited three kinds ol tragedy from tradition tragedy of outrage and victimization 

tragedy of fortune (fate), and tragedy of moral choice We will observe his manipulation of these three 
kinds of tragedy, each of «vhich has its o**n special aesthetic The increasing complexity of Shake 
speare s response to the three kinds can be seen as a measure of his development as an artist We 
will read all ten of his tragedies and two of his histories which are tragic Format lecture and 
discussion

2. David Bevington ed Shakespeare: Complete Works (1980)
3. Three 5-7 pp short papers Reading of the plays and occasional short exercises designed to improve 

that reading
5 . one exam 15%, papiers 457», final 30%, class participation 10%
6 . Opien to students who have no more background than high school provides but it makes a suitable 

follow-up lo E 321 lor those *vho want more of the same

E 3671 Advtetced Technical Writing: Conference Course, John Walter
1. This course in advanced technical wnting (and editing for those who are interested) is planned to suit 

the individual needs of the students those »vho want to increase their skill at wnting expository prose 
and those **ho want to learn about professional and technical writing as a possible career For those 
interested in careers in technical writing reading assignments are made to familiarize students with 
the kinds of writing, done in business, industry and government repxirts (both formal and informal) 
brochures, proposals. etc Instruction focuses on organization, style, audience analysis, and reader 
adaptation in a vanety of professional forms All students are required to do a number of writing 
assignments, the exact number depiendmg on the nature of the writing assignments undertaken The 
subject matter of papiers wilt usually relate closely to the student s major field(s) ot interest

2. Although no formal text is required, I usually ask students to read parts of several apipropnate books 
Some ot these books are in the library, and some are in my own collection of books on technical 
«vriting.

3. Students are expected to confer with me at least once a week Required papiers are turned in 
sufficiently far before the scheduled conference so that I can read them and be ready to talk about 
them during the conference

5 . The course grade is based on the papiers submitted There are no exams

E 368M Editorial Procedure, Alan Gribtoen
1. A practical seminar-workshop in the history and methods of journal and book publishing The first 

weeks of the course emphasize the principles and specifics of sound editorial style and the processes 
and phases of publication The second portion of the course examines current trends in U S maga
zines as well as developments in trade and textbook publishing houses Students have the opportuni
ty of working as temporary editorial assistants for the University of Texas Press. Alcalde Magazine, 
Third Coast and other Austin magazines and publishers Guest spieakers include professional 
editors and free-lance wnters *vho wilt enliven and vary the format of class lectures In the final 
segment of the course, the student produces an original papier as well as a project that makes use of 
information mastered in the course Editorial Procedures 368M will benefit anyone seeking to polish 
hts or her own «voting style by critiquing the prose of others, seriously considering a career in some 
area of the publishing field; or preparing for the graduate program in a profession where wnting for 
publication is encouraged

5 . Mid term examination 15% Two papers (one is brief) 20% One project 20% Final examination 25% 
Attendance, dass participation familiarity with readings and lecture materials 20%

E 369 Drama: Modem European, Megaw
1. Lecture —  discussions of plays from Ibsen to the Theatre of the Absurd in the 1950s Play (film iV ) 

-going encouraged but not required Students urged to listen to professional cast recordings when 
available in the undergraduate library

2. Block and Shedd. toasters of Modem Drama. Up to two paperbacks may be required in addition 
No suplemental readings beyond handouts in class

3. Two papiers 1-5 pip; two hour tests but also optional third hour test or third papier (if grade higher 
replaces lower ongmal hour test or papier grade)

5. Higher mark on hour tests 40% lower mark on hour tests 20%. higher mark on papers 30% lower 
mark on papiers 10%

6. No prior theatregoing or playreading background assumed

E 371K Cont. Poetry British-American 1920 to present Flowers
1. Description posted outside Partm 116 for preregistration

E 3721 Major Writers American Renaissance. Carton
1. The course will focus on Emerson Dickinson and Poe and will culminate with Melville s novel Moby 

Dick. We will try to identify common features and issues in essays poems and short stones by our 
first three major wnters and we'll be particularly interested in the relationship between style and the 
concepts of America nature and the self in the wntings of the American Reanaissance We will be 
interested not only in the texts and their cultural heritage but in the extent to which they function as 
our cultural hentage today Discussion will be our ptimary format

2. Selected Writings of Ralph Waldo Emerson Modern Library Coiecfed Poems of Ernty Dickin
son Little Brown Cotected Poems and Tales of Edgar Alan Poe Modern Library

3. T»*o or three short piapers One longer final piaper which will involve research into the historical 
social philosopihical aesthetic or piersonal context of one of our texts Homework reading and 
pvepariion for discussion


